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Abstract
The Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis third generation atmospheric
general circulation model (AGCM3) is described. The discussion summarizes the de-
tails of the complete physics package emphasizing the changes made relative to the
second generation version of the model. AGCM3 is the underlying model for applica-5
tions which include the IPCC fourth assessment, coupled atmosphere-ocean seasonal
forecasting, the first generation of the CCCma earth system model (CanESM1), and
middle-atmosphere chemical-climate modelling (CCM). Here we shall focus on issues
related to an upwardly extended version of AGCM3, the Canadian Middle-Atmosphere
Model (CMAM). The CCM version of CMAM participated in the 2006 WMO/UNEP Sci-10
entific Assessment of Ozone Depletion and issues concerning its climate such as the
impact of gravity-wave drag, the modelling of a spontaneous QBO, and the seasonality
of the breakdown of the Southern Hemisphere polar vortex are discussed here.
1 Introduction
The development and documentation of an atmospheric general circulation model15
(AGCM) has become increasingly complicated. The move toward “Earth-system” mod-
els has dramatically increased the number and variety of physical processes modelled
within the atmosphere as well as their connectivity to other components of the cli-
mate system (e.g. the land surface and ocean). On the technical side, the desire for
increased resolution as well as the need for multi- centennial ensembles of multiple20
climate-change scenarios has meant that such models have had to undergo a sub-
stantial redesign to make them highly parallelized.
Even at modest spatial resolution, the combined computational expense of model
enhancements associated with current AGCM development efforts (e.g. middle-
atmosphere modelling, chemical climate modelling, carbon-cycle modelling, clouds25
and aerosols etc.) greatly outstrip available computational resources. To configure
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an AGCM model suitable for the variety of experiments required for climate change
studies one must not only be judicious in the choice of resolution but also in the choice
and sophistication of the physical parameterizations included.
One of the final steps in the AGCM development involves a “tuning” of the model un-
der present-day forcings (e.g. ocean sea-surface temperatures, sea ice characteristics,5
atmospheric trace constituents etc.). While the term tuning has come to have a fairly
negative connotation, here we mean simply an adjustment of the “free” parameters as-
sociated with each physical parameterization package. Such free parameters, as well
as their physical bounds, arise naturally in the derivation of well-posed parameteriza-
tions and generally involve the solution of a closure problem. An essential component10
of this final step is balancing the bottom- and top-of-the-atmosphere energy budgets,
in preparation for coupling to an ocean GCM. The model configuration that results is
then made static (or frozen)
1
.
While complex, the development path outlined above is somewhat idealized. In real-
ity, AGCMs typically undergo a process of continual development which only acceler-15
ates with the number and variety of its applications. This is because each application
provides valuable information about the properties of the model which serves to im-
prove its formulation and focus future model development efforts. The desire to include
model improvements as they arise means that a definitive description or documentation
of the AGCM used for any particular project is often difficult to obtain.20
The focus of this paper is the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analy-
sis (CCCma) third-generation atmospheric climate model AGCM3 (McFarlane et al.,
2005). AGCM3 is not a “new” model. It was first made static more than five years ago.
Since this time AGCM3 has been used for a variety of applications addressing issues
related to climate change (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assess-25
ment), middle-atmosphere and chemical climate modelling (WMO/UNEP, 2007; Eyring
et al., 2006, 2007), seasonal forecasting, and its output and a number of its physical
parameterizations are used in the Canadian Regional Climate model (Plummer et al.,
1
Further tuning may also occur for the coupled atmosphere-ocean configuration of the GCM.
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2006).
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, it serves to document the properties
of AGCM3 and its associated physical parameterizations. The second purpose of this
paper is to document the formulation of AGCM3 used for middle atmosphere and chem-
ical climate modelling studies (e.g. WMO/UNEP 2007; Eyring et al., 2006, 2007; Plum-5
mer et al., 2008
2
). It is in this configuration that AGCM3 will continue to be used for a
number of upcoming chemical climate applications. The upward extension of AGCM3
is often referred to as the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM). Here we will
focus on the “dynamical” version of CMAM (i.e. no chemistry), which we will refer to
as DYN-MAM. The goal will be to document the configuration of AGCM3 that defines10
CMAM and several of the sensitivities that are important to its CCM configuration.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we will document the basic prop-
erties of static AGCM3 with particular attention to the physical parameterizations. In
Sect. 3 we discuss the configuration of AGCM3 that supports its use as a middle-
atmosphere model suitable for climate studies. In Sect. 4, we present some properties15
and sensitivities of the DYN-MAM climate that are important for its use as a base for
CCM modelling. Finally, in Sect. 5 we conclude with a brief summary.
2 AGCM3 tropospheric configuration
In this section we document a number of the properties of static AGCM3 which hereto-
fore have not been available in the literature. A more detailed technical summary may20
be found in the report by McFarlane et. al. (2005, hereafter referred to as M05). Where
possible, the properties of AGCM3 will be related to those of its predecessor, AGCM2
(McFarlane et al., 1992). A detailed discussion and documentation of the AGCM3
control climate can be found in M05 and references therein.
2
Plummer, D. A., Scinocca, J. F., Beagley, S. R., Semeniuk, K., and Shepherdet, T. G.:
Dynamical and chemical effects on recovery of stratospheric ozone, J. Geophys. Res., in
preparation, 2008.
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2.1 Model numerics
Following AGCM2, AGCM3 employs a spectral dynamical core with a hybrid sigma-
pressure coordinate in the vertical which is discretized by rectangular finite elements
(Laprise and Girard, 1990). Slight differences in the definition of pressure on these
coordinate surfaces exists between AGCM2 and AGCM3. These are described in5
M05. Standard horizontal resolutions of AGCM3 are defined by triangular truncation
at total wavenumbers of M=47 (T47) and M=63 (T63). Typically, 31 vertical levels are
employed which monotonically increase from the surface, with a thickness of approxi-
mately 100m, up to 1 hPa where the resolution decreases to roughly 3 km in the lower
stratosphere.10
Nonlinear advection terms are evaluated in physical space on a Gaussian grid of suf-
ficient size (i.e. (3M+1)/2 latitudes) to prevent the aliasing of quadratic nonlinearities
(e.g. Orszag, 1970). This grid is often referred to as the “nonlinear” or “quadratic” grid.
The usual practise is to evaluate physical tendencies (e.g. radiation, deep convection)
on the quadratic grid (i.e. “single transform” method). This was employed previously by15
AGCM2. In AGCM3 a second spectral transform is introduced to allow the evaluation
of physical tendencies on a reduced Gaussian grid. This “double transform” approach
uses the “linear” Gaussian grid which contains (2M+1)/2 latitudes. Employing the dou-
ble transform allows the physical tendencies to be applied as a correction step to the
advection in the time-stepping algorithm.20
The linear grid is the smallest Gaussian grid that allows a 1:1 spectral transform to
and from physical space. Relative to the quadratic grid, the linear grid has more than a
factor of 2 reduction in the total number of grid points. Since the calculation of physical
tendencies represents the largest cost of the AGCM, a significant saving is realized by
employing the double transform approach.25
The issue of single vs double transforms has been the source of some confusion in
characterizing the spatial resolution of spectral models. For example, the precipitation
fields from the T31 operational version of AGCM2 and those from the T47 version of
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AGCM3 appear on the same 96×48 Gaussian grid (representing the quadratic grid for
AGCM2 and the linear grid for AGCM3). The precipitation field associated with the
T47 model, however, contains more spatial information because it was derived from
input fields of temperature and specific humidity of higher spatial resolution. Further,
whichever grid is employed, the physical tendencies derived are truncated back to the5
spectral resolution employed before updating the prognostic fields. Therefore, the true
resolution of the model is specified by the spectral truncation, not by the grid employed
to evaluate physical tendencies.
The spectral representation of topography in AGCM3 has been modified relative to
the simple spectral truncation used for AGCM2. Spectral truncation results in signifi-10
cant Gibbs oscillations at locations where sharp gradients occur (e.g. the Andes and
Himalayas). Such oscillations lead to artifacts in the application of sub-grid-scale pa-
rameterizations which must be evaluated on the physical grid. To mitigate these effects
a procedure has been developed (Holzer, 1996) to produce an “optimal” spectral rep-
resentation of the topography that substantially reduces Gibbs oscillations. This pro-15
cedure smooths the topography employing a cost function that depends on both the
height of the topography and its gradients.
2.2 Tracer advection and hybridization
In AGCM3 an option to advect moisture and other prognostic tracer quantities using
a semi-Lagrangian treatment has been included. The scheme employs a cubic spline20
interpolation to obtain the concentration at the upstream departure point and includes
corrections for monotonicity and mass conservation (Priestley, 1993). After extensive
experimentation it was found that Semi-Lagrangian advection led to excessive numer-
ical diffusion of the tracers. This is due to the fact that the CFL constraint on the time
step of the spectral dynamical core requires Courant numbers less than 1 while the25
semi-Lagrangian scheme is most accurate for Courant numbers exceeding 1.
Following the procedure first discussed by Boer (1995) and more recently by Merry-
field et al. (2003), a “hybrid” moisture variable is used in AGCM3 to mitigate artifacts
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such as negative values of specific humidity associated with spectral advection. As
described in Merryfield et al. (2003), important benefits of the hybrid procedure include
shape preservation irrespective of the advection algorithm employed. This approach
has now been generalized and made available for application to any tracer field and it
is useful to review the methodology.5
In the hybridization procedure a transformed version of a variable, say specific hu-
midity q, is employed for the purpose of advection in the GCM. A general form of the
transformation employed in AGCM3 may be motivated as follows: consider the identity:
q ≡
qo
[exp(p ln(qo/q))]
1/p
, (1)
where qo and p are constants. Performing a Taylor series expansion of the denomina-10
tor and retaining terms to first order in qo/q results in the expression:
s =
qo
[1 + p ln(
qo
q )]
1/p
(2)
The expression Eq. (2) is the transformation upon which the hybrid procedure is based
in AGCM3. Specifically, the hybrid transform is defined as:
s =
{
q, q > qo
qo
[1+p ln(
qo
q )]
1/p
, q ≤ qo,
(3)15
or equivalently
q = sH(α) + (1 − H(α))qo exp
[
1 − (qo/s)
p
p
]
, (4)
where H(α) is the Heaviside function and α = s/qo − 1.
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In GCM3 a value of p=1 is employed. As noted by Boer (1995) the use of qo typical
of the mean tropospheric specific humidity substantially alleviates the tendency to de-
velop negative values associated with spectral advection. Hence it alleviates most of
the undesirable effects that accompany the ad hoc conservative hole filling procedures
that were used in AGCM2 with specific humidity being advected spectrally.5
One of the more useful properties of spectral models is their ability to perform ad-
vection in a conservative manner. In general, use of the hybrid variable s in place of
q for spectral advection means that q is no longer identically conserved. Much of this
conservation can be recovered by “fine tuning” the value of qo. Exact conservation is
enforced on any remaining imbalance following the procedure outlined below.10
Just after advection, given s and the constant qo, one can determine q on the physics
grid from Eq. (4). The total mass M of q is given by the volume integral
M =
∫ ∫ ∫
ρqdV. (5)
For exact conservation, this must be equal to Mo – the total mass just prior to the
advection step. Exact conservation is enforced by adjusting the q field smoothly over15
the range qlow≤q≤qo after each advective time step. The new q field that employs this
correction is written
qnew =
{
q + C(q − qlow)(qo − q), qlow ≤ q ≤ qo
q, otherwise.
(6)
Globally integrating Eq. (6) and equating this to Mo defines the necessary value of C
to enforce conservation:20
C =
Mo −M∫ ∫ ∫
ρ(q − qlow)(qo − q)dV
. (7)
In AGCM3 hybridization is applied to specific humidity only. In this application reference
values of qo=0.01 kg/kg, p=1, and qlow=qo/10 are used for the default configuration.
A simple example highlighting the utility of the hybrid procedure is provided in the
Appendix.25
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2.3 Land surface scheme
AGCM3 employs a more sophisticated treatment of energy and moisture fluxes at the
land surface compared to AGCM2. These quantities are now calculated within the
Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) module. CLASS was first introduced in
the late 1980s and has subsequently undergone a number of modifications (Verseghy,5
1991, 1993, 2000). The version of CLASS currently used in the GCM is referred to as
version 2.7. A brief outline of its structure is provided below.
CLASS allows up to four subareas for each land-surface grid cell: bare soil,
vegetation-covered soil, snow-covered soil, and soil covered by both vegetation and
snow. At each time step the following fields are supplied as input from the AGCM10
to CLASS: incoming short-wave and long-wave radiation, the ambient air temperature
and humidity, the wind speed, and the precipitation rate. Energy and moisture budgets
for each subarea are calculated independently and surface fluxes are averaged over
the grid cell prior to output to the AGCM. As described in the next subsection, turbulent
fluxes at the land surface are evaluated following Abdella and McFarlane (1996).15
The soil profile is divided into three horizontal layers, of thicknesses 0.10, 0.25 and
3.75m. The texture of each layer, and the overall depth to bedrock, are derived from
the global data set assembled by Webb et al. (1993). The hydraulic properties of the
soil layers are obtained from the soil texture using relationships developed by Cosby et
al. (1984). The layer temperatures and liquid and frozen moisture contents are carried20
as prognostic variables, and are stepped forward in time using the fluxes calculated
at the top and bottom of each layer. Energy fluxes are obtained from the solution
of the surface energy balance, expressed as a function of the surface temperature
and solved by iteration. The soil albedo and thermal properties vary with texture and
moisture content. Moisture fluxes are determined using classic Darcy theory in the25
case of drainage and capillary rise, and after the method of Mein and Larson (1973) in
the case of infiltration. If the surface infiltration capacity is exceeded, water is allowed
to pond on the surface up to a maximum depth which varies by land cover. Continental
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ice sheets are modelled in the same way as bare soil, using the thermal properties of
ice instead of soil minerals.
Snow is modelled as a fourth, variable-depth soil layer with its own prognostic tem-
perature. Density and albedo vary exponentially with time, from fresh-snow values to
specified background values, according to relationships derived from field data. Melt-5
ing occurs if either the surface temperature or the snow pack layer temperature is
projected to rise above 0
◦
C. In this case, the excess energy is used to melt part of
the snow pack and the temperature is set back to 0
◦
C. Meltwater percolates into the
pack and refreezes until the whole layer reaches 0
◦
C, at which point any further melt is
allowed to reach the soil surface. Snowmelt decreases the thickness of the pack until10
a limiting depth of 0.10m is reached; after this, the snow pack is assumed to become
discontinuous, and a fractional snow cover is calculated by setting the depth back to
0.10m and employing conservation of mass.
Vegetation types present over each grid cell are obtained from the global data set
compiled by Wilson and Henderson-Sellers (1985). Vegetation height, maximum and15
minimum leaf area index, visible and near-IR albedos, canopy mass, and rooting depth
are specified for each vegetation type on the basis of measurements gleaned from the
literature. Derived properties such as the short-wave radiation extinction coefficient,
the canopy gap fraction, the roughness lengths for heat and momentum, and the an-
nual cycle of leaf area index are determined separately for coniferous trees, deciduous20
trees, crops, and grass, and are then averaged over the grid cell to define the bulk
canopy characteristics. The canopy temperature, and the liquid and frozen intercepted
water, are carried as prognostic variables. The interception capacity is calculated as
a function of leaf area index. Stomatal resistance to transpiration is parameterized as
a function of incoming short-wave radiation, air vapour pressure deficit, canopy tem-25
perature and soil moisture, using functional relationships similar to those presented by
Stewart (1988).
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2.4 Surface-flux formulation
The surface flux formulation used in AGCM3 is as described by Abdella and McFar-
lane (1996). This formulation is based on the Monin and Obukhov (1954) theory and
employs the flux profile relations of Beljaars and Holtslag (1991). An efficient proce-
dure for evaluating the surface fluxes as functions of stability is derived by representing5
the ratio of the depth of the surface layer to the Monin-Obukhov length, a fundamen-
tal quantity in Monin-Obukhov theory, in terms of the bulk Richardson number for the
surface layer. Further details may be found in Abdella and McFarlane (1996) and M05.
2.5 Turbulent transfer in the free atmosphere
The turbulent transfer of scalar quantities in the boundary layer involve both local10
down-gradient transfer processes and non-local counter-gradient transfer processes.
In a convectively active cloud-free boundary layer non-local transfers bring about and
maintain a well mixed state in which quasi-conserved scalar variables are vertically
homogeneous through most of the boundary layer.
In AGCM3 the treatment of non-local PBL processes on any scalar χ is based on15
the assumption that such processes are well modelled by a temporal relaxation toward
a vertically homogeneous reference state χR . This formulation applies to potential
temperature, specific humidity, and any advected scalar tracer fields included in the
model. The reference state is derived by assuming that the vertical flux of χ vanishes
at the top of the mixing region. The top of the mixing region is defined as the lowest20
level where the ambient and reference values of virtual potential temperature are equal.
Further details may be found in M05. It is important to point out that the present
approach does not account for clouds in the convectively active PBL. In the CCCma
fourth generation AGCM this approach is extended to cloudy situations by combination
with a statistical cloud scheme.25
The local down-gradient turbulent transfer of momentum, heat, and any additional
tracers is accounted for in terms of diffusivities which depend on the vertical wind shear
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and the local gradient Richardson number. This is similar to the formulation used for
AGCM2. Diffusivities have large values within the PBL and decrease rapidly above to
specified background values. AGCM3 uses background diffusivities of 0.01m2 s−1 for
momentum and 0.001m
2
s
−1
for all other prognostic variables. The maximum diffusivity
applied to any field is limited to a value of 10 times that of its specified backgrounds.5
Further details may be found in M05.
2.6 Orographic drag
AGCM3 uses the Scinocca and McFarlane (2000; hereafter SM) scheme for the param-
eterization of drag associated with unresolved orography. In addition to gravity-wave
drag (GWD) associated with freely propagating waves, the SM scheme parameter-10
izes drag for dynamics associated with low-level “blocking”. This replaces the Mc-
Farlane (1987) scheme which treated only GWD. Relative to McFarlane (1987), SM
demonstrate that this new scheme provides a quantitative reduction in the wind and
mean-sea-level pressure biases in AGCM3.
For the parameterization of drag associated with freely propagating waves the SM15
scheme is designed to include anisotropic effects. For example, the total amount of
momentum transported vertically by the waves depends on the wind direction relative
to the orientation of the unresolved topography in each AGCM grid cell. This is ac-
complished by characterizing the sub-grid topography by a variable number of identical
ellipses and using the linear theory derived by Phillips (1984) to determine pressure20
drag associated with the 3-D wave field.
The azimuthal distribution of momentum within the wave field is also modelled by the
SM scheme. This is accomplished by employing two sinusoidal waves to transport the
total momentum vertically. The two waves represent the momentum directed into each
of the half spaces which lie to the left and right of the current wind direction. In this25
way the magnitude and orientation of the waves continuously vary producing a realistic
representation of anisotropy in the parameterized wave field.
The deposition of momentum from the waves to the mean flow closely follows Mc-
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Farlane (1987). Based on stability arguments, the nondimensional amplitude of each
wave Fr=N A /U is restricted to a maximum value of Fr crit, where A is the amplitude
of the wave, and U and N are the grid mean values of wind and buoyancy frequency
respectively. Following McFarlane (1987) a value of Fr crit=
√
(0.5) is used in AGCM3.
If a local measure of the wave amplitude exceeds Fr crit then momentum is transferred5
from the wave to the mean flow. SM also include a parameterization of downslope
windstorm effects which significantly enhance the drag in the troposphere.
The parameterization of low-level drag activates when the nondimensional height
of the subgrid topography (Nh/U) exceeds Fr crit. In this instance empirical evidence
(O¨laffson and Bougault, 1996) indicates that the flow is blocked to a depth Nh/U−Frcrit.10
In the SM scheme form drag associated with bluff-body dynamics is employed to model
this blocking effect. Anisotropy is introduced into the formulation by diagnosing 2-D
ridge-like structure in the unresolved topography in each grid cell. The depth of the
blocking layer depends on whether the flow is oriented along (shallow), or normal to
(deep), ridge-like structure. Therefore, in addition to retarding the flow, the SM blocking15
formulation causes a re-direction of the low-level flow so that it is more aligned with
ridge-like structure in the unresolved topography.
2.7 Moist convection
In AGCM3 the penetrative mass flux scheme of Zhang and McFarlane (1995; hereafter
ZM) is used to model the precipitation and latent heat release associated with deep20
cumulus convection. This replaces the moist convective adjustment scheme (Daley et
al., 1976) employed previously in AGCM2.
The ZM scheme is based on a bulk representation for an ensemble of cumulus
clouds comprised of entraining updrafts and evaporatively driven downdrafts. The
novelty of the ZM parameterization arises from several key simplifying assumptions.25
One of the most important of these is that all sub-ensembles have the same initial
cloud-base updraft mass flux. The ZM approach results in an economical scheme
that efficiently captures the salient features of the more general problem (Arakawa and
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Schubert 1974, Lord et al., 1982; Moorthi and Suarez, 1992).
Another simplifying assumption of the ZM scheme is that all ensembles of evapora-
tively driven downdrafts initiate with the same downdraft mass flux. An important con-
straint is that the net mass flux at cloud base (updraft plus downdraft) be non-negative.
The manner in which this condition is satisfied in AGCM3 is described in Appendix C5
of Scinocca and McFarlane (2004). As discussed in Scinocca and McFarlane (2004),
the “weight” parameter µ, which helps determine the amount of rainwater evaporated
into the downdrafts, turns out to be an important tuning parameter for the mean climate
and the variability of tropical precipitation. In AGCM3 a standard value of µ=1 is used.
The assumption that all sub-ensembles have identical cloud-base mass flux, allows10
the ZM scheme to derive its closure based on an individual member of the ensemble.
The closure uses a notional budget equation for convective available potential energy
(CAPE). This may be written symbolically as:
∂A
∂t
= −MbF + G, (8)
where A represents CAPE, G represents the large-scale production of CAPE by re-15
solved dynamics, and −MbF represents the sub-grid depletion of CAPE by parameter-
ized deep convection. Following ZM, Mb represents the cloud-base updraft mass flux,
while F represents the rate at which cumulus clouds consume CAPE per unit cloud-
base updraft mass flux. The quantity F is central to the parameterization problem. At
any time its value will depend upon the current profiles of temperature and specific hu-20
midity as well as the assumed properties of typical of updrafts and downdrafts in deep
convective towers (see ZM and M05).
ZM employ the diagnostic closure condition:
Mb =
A
τaF
, (9)
where τa is an adjustment time scale. Physically, this closure assumes that CAPE is25
consumed at an exponential rate (1/τa) by cumulus convection. A value of τa=2400 s
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is used and there is no triggering mechanism implemented – at all times positive CAPE
results in the onset of deep convection. Modification of the ZM scheme to include a
prognostic closure has been discussed by Scinocca and McFarlane (2004).
2.8 Radiation
The basic treatment of radiation in AGCM3 is similar to GCM2 in that solar radiation5
is treated following Fouquart and Bonnel (1980) and terrestrial radiation following Mor-
crette (1989). However a number of improvements have been introduced in AGCM3.
The clear sky infrared radiation is similar to that in GCM2 with 6 bands covering a
spectral range from 0 to 3000 cm
−1
, but with more complicated sub-band structure in
order to obtain more accurate gaseous transmission. The band spectral ranges are10
1. 0–350 cm
−1
and 1450–1880cm
−1
, 2. 500–800 cm
−1
, 3. 800–970 cm
−1
, and 1110–
1250 cm
−1
, 4. 970–1110 cm
−1
, 5. 350–500 cm
−1
, 6. 1250–1450 cm
−1
and 1880–
2820 cm
−1
. Water vapour, CO2, CH4, N2O, O3, CFC-11, and CFC-12 are considered
in gaseous transmission.
The most significant change involves the treatment of the water vapour continuum.15
In GCM2, the Roberts (1976) parameterization for water vapour continuum was used.
In AGCM3 this has been replaced by the newer scheme of Zhong and Haigh (1995),
which is based on CKD2.2 of Clough et al. (1989). Unlike the Roberts parameteriza-
tion, which is mostly restricted in the window region, in the parameterization of Zhong
and Haigh the water vapour continuum contributes throughout the complete infrared20
bands for both the self-broadened part and foreign self-broadened part. Zhong and
Haigh (1995) clearly show that their parameterization has considerable influence on
the infrared cooling rate. After implementing the new water vapour continuum parame-
terization, it was found that the lower tropospheric cooling rate was typically reduced by
about 0.5K/day in the tropics, which is consistent with the calculation results of Zhong25
and Haigh (1995).
The transmission data for other trace gases has been updated with a parameteriza-
tion based on Pade´ approximation. It is found that the important contribution of N2O
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in band 3 was absent in AGCM2. This could cause a few Wm
−2
increase in upward
flux at the top of the atmosphere and larger cooling in the lower troposphere. For all
gases presented, the difference in upward flux at the top of the atmosphere between
the AGCM2 and AGCM3 could be several Wm
−2
. A comparison of AGCM3 infrared
radiation with line-by-line calculations and observations is shown in Evans et al. (2004).5
For the treatment of solar radiation in AGCM3, a four band spectral transmission
scheme is used for solar radiation rather than the two-band scheme used in AGCM2.
The band structures are: 1. 0.25–0.69µm, 2. 0.69–1.19µm , 3. 1.19–2.38µm and 4.
2.38–4.0µm. O3, water vapour, CO2, and O2 are considered for gaseous transmission.
All gaseous transmission data are updated with 6 term Pade´ approximation.10
It is found that for clear sky radiation the difference between the previous two-band
scheme and the present four-band scheme is small. However the extension to a four-
band scheme permits a more accurate treatment of cloud-radiation interactions. Since
the solar energy distribution is highly inhomogeneous, the two-band scheme could not
resolve the solar energy distribution adequately and this leads to an overestimation of15
the cloud induced solar heating rate. In AGCM2, constant values for single scatter-
ing albedo and asymmetry factor are used for both liquid water cloud and ice water
cloud. In AGCM3, the updated multi-band structure enable using the four band Slingo
parameterization (Slingo, 1989) for liquid water optical properties (details below).
2.9 Clouds20
In both AGCM2 and AGCM3 the cloud cover C is determined diagnostically based on
a relative humidity excess, R, defined as:
R =
Max(H − Ho,0)
1 − Ho
, (10)
where H is relative humidity and Ho is a “threshold” value of H . In AGCM2, the cloud
cover was taken to depend linearly on R (i.e. C=R) and Ho was a specified function of25
height (local sigma value).
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In AGCM3 the cloud cover is made to vary smoothly between a linear and quadratic
dependence on R based on a conditional stability parameter determined by the gradi-
ent of potential temperature relative to its value on a local moist adiabat:
C˜ = R
(R + Λ)
(1 + Λ)
. (11)
In Eq. (11) Λ is the conditional stability parameter5
Λ =
[
Max(Γ − Γs,0)
Γs
]2
, (12)
where Γ is the gradient of potential temperature and Γs is the value of Γ in a local moist
adiabat. From Eq. (11) it can be seen that the quantity C˜ varies smoothly between a lin-
ear dependence for conditionally stable conditions (Λ>>1) to a quadratic dependence
for conditionally unstable conditions (Λ=0). With C=C˜ the dependence on Λ replaces10
the more artificial height dependence of Ho in AGCM2.
In AGCM3 the threshold relative humidity Ho is no longer taken to be a function of
height (sigma). For ice clouds values of H io=0.825 and H
i
o=0.75 are respectively used
for resolutions of T47 and T63. Also, for ice clouds, the cloud path is scaled down by
an expansion factor C=F C˜, where15
F =
(1 + Λ)
(1 + C˜Λ)
. (13)
This results in a weaker dependence of C on H in stably stratified conditions.
For water clouds, AGCM3 uses C=C˜. Empirical tuning simulations with AGCM3
revealed improvement if the threshold relative humidity, Hwo , was made to be a weak
function of the conditional stability factor Λ. The form used is20
Hwo =
H
w1
o + H
w2
o Λ
1 + Λ
, (14)
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where H
w1
o ≥H
w2
o . In AGCM3 (H
w1
o , H
w2
o ) is (0.95, 0.89) and (0.95, 0.87) respectively for
T47 and T63.
Cloud optical properties required for the radiative transfer calculations are based on
the diagnostic formulation used in AGCM2. In this approach, the cloud liquid water
content is assumed to be proportional to the adiabatic water content of an air parcel5
lifted through a small vertical displacement. The specific details of this approach may
be found in M05.
2.10 Aerosol
A zonal mean distribution of background aerosol loading is specified in AGCM3 for
the purpose of radiative transfer calculations. The distributions of aerosols are dis-10
tinguished as continental and maritime. For continental, the specified aerosol types
are dust-like, water-soluble (mostly), and soot. The column amount is 57.71mgm
−2
for dust-like aerosol, 2.55mgm
−2
for water-soluble aerosol, and 0.2mgm
−2
for soot
aerosol. For maritime, the specified aerosols are oceanic (mostly sea salt) and water-
soluble. The loading is 18.82mgm
−2
for oceanic and 0.263mgm
−2
for water-soluble.15
The aerosol optical properties are calculated based on Shettle and Fenn (1979). All
background aerosols are assumed to be homogeneously distribution within the bound-
ary layer.
3 AGCM3 middle-atmosphere configuration
In this section we discuss the extension of AGCM3 into the middle atmosphere. This20
is commonly referred to as the Canadian Middle-Atmosphere Model (CMAM). The dis-
cussion will focus on the “dynamical” CMAM, or DYN-MAM (i.e. the upward exten-
sion of AGCM3 in the absence of chemistry). The earliest configuration of DYN-MAM
was discussed by Beagley et al. (1997). Various incremental versions of DYN-MAM
have been employed to investigate a variety of applications including non-orographic25
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gravity-wave drag parameterization (e.g. Medvedev and Klaassen, 1995; McLandress,
1997; Manzini and McFarlane, 1998; Scinocca, 2002, 2003; Mclandress and Scinocca,
2005), diurnal tides (e.g. McLandress and Ward, 1995; McLandress, 1997; Jonsson et
al., 2002), and stratospheric mixing regimes (Koshyk et al., 1999).
DYN-MAM also serves as a base model for chemical climate modelling. Various5
incremental versions of the chemical-climate version of CMAM, referred to here as
CCM-MAM, have been employed for deriving ozone climatologies (deGrandpre´ et al.,
2000), data assimilation (Polavarapu et al., 2005), and investigating climate-change
issues related to ozone (Austin et al., 2003). The version of CMAM documented here
pertains to the most recent applications of CCM-MAM for climate change studies as10
part of the CCMVal project and 2006 WMO Ozone Assessment (WMO/UNEP, 2007;
Eyring et al., 2006, 2007; Plummer et al., 2008
2
). This version of CCM-MAM will
also be used for fully coupled atmosphere-ocean climate change studies as part of the
Canadian SPARC initiative.
The primary purpose of this section is to discuss the particular configuration of DYN-15
MAM which forms the base model for current and future chemical climate modelling
efforts. An important goal of this effort is to obtain a climatology of winds and tem-
peratures that is suitable for this work. For example, sufficiently cold temperatures at
the winter poles in the lower stratosphere are required to allow the formation of po-
lar stratosphere clouds (PSCs) which allow the heterogeneous chemical reactions that20
drive polar ozone loss.
Another important issue involves the timing of the breakdown of the wintertime
southern-hemisphere stratospheric polar vortex. As shown in Eyring et al. (2006),
relative to UKMO reanalysis data, most CCMs display a systematic bias in which the
breakdown of the SH polar vortex is delayed by as much as one month in some mod-25
els. In CCM-MAM this breakdown is delayed by approximately two weeks. Here we
shall consider the origins of this bias in the DYN-MAM. Finally, we consider the ability
of CMAM to support a spontaneous quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO).
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3.1 DYN-MAM physics
As the lid of the model is raised into the stratosphere and mesosphere, assumptions re-
garding local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) begin to break down and the accuracy
of the infrared (IR) component of the radiation scheme described in Sect. 2.8 rapidly
degrades. The approach initially followed in CMAM was to employ a more accurate5
IR scheme (Fomichev et al., 1993; Fomichev and Blanchet, 1995) in the stratosphere
and mesosphere with a region of transition between the two schemes occurring over
the range 40–7 hPa. More recently, additional improvements to the radiation above this
transition region include a new 15µmCO2 parameterization (Fomichev et al., 1998),
near-infrared CO2 solar heating with non-LTE effects included (Ogibalov and Fomichev,10
2003; Fomichev et al., 2004), water vapor IR cooling, non-unit efficiency for solar O3
heating in the mesosphere, solar O2 heating in the Schumann-Runge bands and con-
tinuum, the effect of sphericity, and chemical heating (in the CCM-MAM version). The
details of these improvements are outlined in Fomichev et al. (2004).
The role of gravity-wave drag (GWD) in the middle atmosphere is now well appre-15
ciated. Such waves generally originate in the troposphere, where the winds are pre-
dominantly Westerly, and propagate vertically into the middle atmosphere. As they
propagate vertically these waves amplify due to the decrease in ambient density ulti-
mately leading to instability in the wave field. Such instability results in the breakdown
and dissipation of the waves producing a torque on the flow which always acts to “drag”20
the winds towards the phase speed of the dissipating waves.
In mid-latitude summer conditions, upwardly propagating waves move from a basic
state comprised of Westerlies in the troposphere to one of Easterlies in the strato-
sphere. Consequently, zero phase speed waves (e.g. orographic waves) are generally
filtered from the stratosphere by critical layer interactions near the elevation where the25
zonal winds vanish. The requirement of GWD further aloft (e.g. to induce the sum-
mertime mesopause wind reversal) necessitates the parameterization of gravity waves
with non-zero horizontal phase speeds often referred to as non-orographic waves. The
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tropospheric sources of non-ororgraphic gravity waves are dynamical in nature and
many are the subject of physical parameterizations themselves (e.g. deep cumulus
convection).
The CMAM model has been at the forefront of non-orographic gravity-wave drag pa-
rameterization. In its earliest development CMAM optionally employed the schemes5
of Hines (1997) and Medvedev and Klaassen (1995). More recently the CMAM
has employed the scheme of Scinocca (2003) which is an exact hydrostatic, non-
rotating, version of the Warner and McIntyre (1996) parameterization. CMAM wind
and temperature climatologies resulting from the use of the Scinocca (2003) scheme
as well as comparisons with Hines (1997) and the full non-hydrostatic form of the10
scheme (Scinocca, 2002) may be found in Scinocca (2003). Both orographic and non-
orographic gravity-wave drag have an important impact on the climatological winds and
temperatures of the middle atmosphere and this will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.
Finally, the use of CMAM as a base for chemical climate modelling means that the15
spectral treatment of tracer advection is a potential concern. While AGCM3 supports
an optional Semi-Lagrangian advection scheme for tracers, this was found to be too
diffusive for the reasons outlined in Sect. 2.2. The strategy adopted here is to employ
spectral advection and attempt to mitigate the associated artifacts.
Spectral advection has increasingly fallen from favour as an algorithm for tracer ad-20
vection. However, it is important to recognize that when the flow and tracer fields are
adequately resolved, spectral advection conserves the mean of the tracer and pro-
vides an accurate representation of all higher-order moments of its distribution. The
problems arise when power develops at the truncation scale of the model causing the
flow and tracer fields to become poorly resolved. In this instance, spectral advec-25
tion produces significant Gibbs oscillations which lead to localized pockets of negative
tracer concentration requiring ad hoc hole-filling algorithms to preserve monotonicity.
One approach to deal with this problem is the application of hybrid tracers described
in Sect. 2.2. While the hybrid approach can significantly reduce Gibbs oscillations and
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provide improved shape preservation of the tracer field, transform parameters for each
tracer are unique and must be determined iteratively. Due to the many tracers required
by the chemistry package the hybridization approach becomes less appealing.
For the purpose of chemical climate modelling we have adopted a more straightfor-
ward approach in which basic spectral advection is employed for tracers and effort is5
invested to ensure that adequate resolution of the flow and tracer fields is maintained
throughout the simulation. To achieve this goal one must address the basic question
of how, for a given horizontal diffusion and spatial resolution, the flow obtains power at
the truncation scale causing it to become under resolved. Naively, one might imagine
that this power is produced by a downscale cascade associated with chaotic advection10
of the tracer field. However, if this were the mechanism then this would simply point to
the fact that the resolution was insufficient for the given strength of horizontal diffusion
employed or, conversely, that the strength of horizontal diffusion was insufficient for the
given horizontal resolution.
In fact, the dominant source of power at the truncation scale of the GCM is the15
physics package whose tendencies force these scales directly. Because of threshold
physical processes, these tendencies can be spatially discontinuous resulting in the di-
rect production of structure at the truncation scale of the model. For a GCM employing
a spectral dynamical core, such structure is rapidly converted into Gibbs oscillations
which, in addition to producing spurious physical tendencies, can themselves induce a20
positive feedback cycle perpetuating the Gibbs oscillations.
The approach taken here is to mitigate the impact of Gibbs oscillations and the ten-
dency of threshold physical processes to produce truncation scale structure. This is
achieved by employing what we will refer to as a “physics filter” following the work
of Landers and Hoskins (1997, hereafter LH97). From a series of idealized examples25
LH97 argued that such problems could be greatly alleviated by first spatially filtering the
copies of the prognostic fields used as input to the physics package. In this way Gibbs
oscillations, and any associated spurious physical tendencies, would be suppressed.
Secondly, LH97 argued that the tendencies produced by the physics package should
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also be spatially filtered prior to updating the prognostic fields of the model. This would
smooth out any discontinuities produced by threshold processes in the physics. Col-
lectively, these two filtering processes are referred to as the “physics filter” and they
form a negative feedback cycle that strongly suppresses the production of power at the
truncation scale of the model.5
Following Lander and Hoskins (1997), the physics filter employs the Hoskins filter
(Hoskins, 1980; Sardeshmukh and Hoskins, 1984) to perform the spatial smoothing.
This has the form:
Sn = exp−
(
n(n + 1)
no(no + 1)
)p
, (15)
where n is the total wavenumber, no is a transition wavenumber, and 0≤Sn≤1 is the10
real factor multiplying the complex spectral coefficients of the field to be filtered. Here
we take p=2 and derive no such that Sn=0.1 at the truncation wavenumber n=N. This
results in values of no=38 and 51 for spectral resolutions of T47 and T63 respectively.
The physics filter is not typically run in DYN-MAM. It is applied primarily during CCM-
MAM integrations.15
3.2 DYN-MAM configuration
CMAM typically employs a horizontal resolution of T47 (T31 for chemical-climate mod-
elling of long climate-change simulations). The model lid is located at 5×10
−4
hPa
(approximately 100 km). In this configuration 71 vertical levels are employed. Figure 1
illustrates the vertical resolution as a function of height in both AGCM (solid line) and20
CMAM (dotted line). Identical resolution is used in the two models from the surface
up to roughly 5km elevation. Above this level CMAM employs higher resolution which
smoothly decreases to vertical increments of approximately 2.5 km. Earlier versions of
the CMAM (e.g. Beagley et al., 1997) employed a similar model lid elevation but only
50 vertical levels resulting in degraded resolution everywhere in the vertical.25
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Unless otherwise stated the discussion and analysis will focus on present-day cli-
mate simulations of five years duration. These simulations employ repeated annual
cycle forcings of ozone, sea ice, and sea-surface temperature. Such simulations will
be referred to simply as “present-day” climate runs.
In tropospheric mode AGCM3 employs the SUNYA ozone data set (Wang et al.,5
1995) for present-day climate experiments. This data is imported into the model as a
series of 12monthly mean, zonal mean, fields and are interpolated down to the time
step of the model. The SUNYA data set only reaches to 1 hPa and so DYN-MAM uses
the middle atmosphere data set of Kita and Sumi (1986). While this older data set
extends up to 100 km, it is important to note that the vertical resolution is coarser than10
the SUNYA data and it pertains to an earlier, “pre-ozone-hole” period.
Boundary conditions for sea-surface temperature (SST) and sea ice concentration
(SIC) in both tropospheric AGCM3 and CMAM are derived from the AMIPII bound-
ary condition data set spanning the 17 year period 1979–1996 (Taylor et al., 2001).
Present-day simulations employ a repeated annual cycle of monthly mean fields of15
the SST and SIC averaged over this 17-year period linearly interpolated down to the
time-step of the model.
3.3 Impact of orographic drag
Scinocca and McFarlane (2000, hereafter SM00) have identified the tropospheric im-
pact of moving from the previous McFarlane (1987, hereafter M87) gravity wave-drag20
(GWD) scheme to the new scheme discussed in Sect. 2.6. In that analysis, parame-
ters for the new scheme were determined by attempting to obtain minimal biases for
both zonal wind and mean sea-level pressure. SM00 demonstrate a global RMS bias
reduction of roughly 20–25% for both of these quantities in moving to the new scheme.
The stratospheric impact of moving to the new GWD scheme is considered here.25
This is investigated initially by two 5-year present-day climate runs of DYN-MAM – one
employing the M87 scheme, the other employing the SM00 scheme. To simplify the
comparison, all non-orographic GWD has been turned off in these runs.
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In Fig. 2 we present the zonal mean, seasonal mean DJF and JJA zonal winds
for the SPARC Reference Climatology (SPARC 2002) and from the M87 and SM00
simulations. Comparing the middle atmospheric response to each of these schemes
we see that some of the largest differences are located in the core of the wintertime
jet in the southern hemisphere (SH). The use of M87 results in zonal winds that are5
approximately 40ms
−1
stronger in the wintertime SH mesospheric jet core than when
SM00 is used (panel d vs f). In fact, the SM00 zonal winds in this location are close
to the observed SPARC reference climatology (panel b) and the CIRA winds (Fleming
et al., 1990). The magnitude of the winds in northern hemisphere (NH) winter also
roughly match observations in both runs (panels c and e).10
Obvious problems with these two simulations occur in the summertime mesosphere.
The peak Easterly winds in the jet core are in excess of 40ms
−1
of the observations.
Absent in both of these runs is the summertime mesopause wind reversal near 85 km
elevation (or 5×10
−3
hPa). These two biases are well known and associated with the
absence of non-orographic GWD in these runs.15
In Fig. 3 we present the zonal-mean zonal wind from three additional runs in which
the non-orographic scheme of Scinocca (2003, hereafter S03) is introduced into the
model. The parameter settings employed for the non-orographic scheme in all the runs
are identical and equivalent to those derived in S03. The three simulations are defined
by different settings of the SM00 ororgraphic scheme. The first simulation (panels a and20
d) corresponds to the default settings of SM00 employed for tropospheric modelling in
AGCM3 (this simulation will be labelled SM00 TROP). This configuration of SM00 is
identical to that represented in panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 2. The simulation itself is
essentially equivalent to that reported by S03 (see Fig. 8e and f of S03).
A comparison of the winds from the SM00 TROP simulation with the SPARC clima-25
tology (panels a and b of Fig. 2) reveals significant improvement. The winds in the jet
cores have roughly the correct location and magnitude. The summertime mesopause
wind reversal is now present and also reasonably represented. Further analysis and
discussion of the DYN-MAM response to this configuration of the model may be found
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in S03 and Scinocca (2002).
The SMOO TROP simulation was the starting point for the CHM MAM configuration
of the model recently employed for the 2006 WMO/UNEP Scientific Assessment of
Ozone Depletion. While the general pattern of the winds seems reasonable in this
configuration, there occur temperature biases in the model that are unacceptable for5
polar ozone studies. This is highlighted in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 4 where the zonal-
mean temperature bias relative to the SPARC climatology is presented as a function
of latitude and height up to 2 hPa. In the SH wintertime polar stratosphere (panel
b) there occurs a significant warm bias extending from roughly 200 to 7 hPa. Such
climatological temperatures are in excess of the threshold values necessary for the10
formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) and so problematic for modelling the
heterogeneous chemical reactions that drive polar ozone loss.
To correct for this temperature bias modifications were made to the SM00 scheme.
These modifications followed from several unpublished studies where experiments had
been undertaken for the similar purpose of alleviating the warm bias in the SH winter-15
time polar stratosphere (Stuart Webster and Byron Boville, 2003, personal communi-
cation). The modifications are comprised of two changes. The first is a reduction of the
total amount of momentum launched by the scheme. Typically, this involves altering the
value of a basic scaling parameter in the orographic scheme. In the SM00 scheme this
parameter is the integrated radial dependence of the pressure drag G(ν) (i.e. Eq. 6.620
of Phillips, 1984).
The second modification is less conventional and it involves an adjustment to the
criterion employed to determine the onset of wave breaking. In the SM00 and M87
schemes a critical inverse Froude number Fr crit is employed as a threshold value on
the local inverse Froude number Fr of the wave field (i.e. the wave’s non-dimensional25
amplitude at any elevation). Locally, when Fr>Frcrit momentum is transferred from the
wave field to the flow in the manner outlined in M87. Both the SM00 and M87 schemes
employ a value Fr crit=(0.5)
1/2
.
For the 2006 WMO ozone assessment then we employ Fr crit=0.375 and reduce G(ν)
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from a value of 1 down to 0.65. We shall refer to this configuration as SM00 WMO.
The zonal-mean temperature anomaly for the SM00 WMO configuration is presented
in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 4. It is clear that these two changes to the SM00 scheme
almost exclusively target the polar warm bias leaving the remainder of the model re-
sponse unaltered. However, from the zonal-mean zonal-wind field for the SM00 WMO5
configuration (Fig. 3) we can see that this adjustment has come at the expense of an
enhancement of the SH wintertime mesospheric jet (panel d), which exceeds the ob-
served jet by 30ms
−1
. Further, as discussed in SM00, the mean sea-level pressure
field bias also increases in the SM00 WMO configuration.
While it was necessary to accept these biases for the purpose of modelling polar10
ozone, it is not clear whether the adjustment to Fr crit was required. The reduction
of Fr crit to a value of 0.375 is very low and arguably unphysical. In a third experiment,
SM00 MOD, it is demonstrated that the same targeted response may be obtained by an
adjustment of G(ν)=0.25 alone. We shall refer to this configuration as SM00 MOD. The
zonal-mean zonal wind and temperature are respectively presented for the SM00 MOD15
simulation in panels (e) and (f) of Figs. 3 and 4. The SM00 WMO and SM00 MOD
runs bear a striking similarity to one another indicating that a similar model response
may be obtained by an adjustment to G(ν) alone. Because of the reduced momentum
flux in SM00 MOD relative to SM00 WMO, however, the tropospheric mean sea-level
pressure bias is slightly larger in magnitude.20
3.4 Seasonal cycle of SH polar vortex
Chemical climate model simulations of the recent past presented in Eyring et al. (2006;
hereafter E06) identified a common bias in the timing of the breakdown of the SH win-
tertime polar vortex (i.e. E06, Fig. 2). Relative to three reanalysis data sets, the break-
down was delayed by a period that ranged from several weeks to more than a month.25
This was referred to as a “cold pole” problem in the models. Given that the models
generally produced a realistic amount of planetary wave flux from the troposphere to
stratosphere, as deduced by comparisons of eddy heat flux near the tropopause with
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reanalysis data, it was thought that this bias was associated with a weakness in the
representation of the stratosphere itself. One possibility is that the initial state of the
polar vortex leading into Spring is too strong (cold) in the models and therefore more
difficult to break down. In this section we briefly consider this explanation for the late
breakdown of the polar vortex in the CMAM.5
An excessively strong SH wintertime polar vortex in CMAM seems like a plausible
explanation for its late breakdown given the tuning exercise of the DYN-MAM described
in the previous section, which resulted in the configuration SM00 WMO. As already
noted, the colder temperatures in SM00 WMO produced a SH polar vortex of excessive
strength at all elevations (Fig. 3d). The configuration of SM00 TROP arrived at by10
Scinocca (2003) had a more representative SH wintertime polar vortex (Fig. 3b).
To investigate this potential explanation, we consider the timing of the breakdown
of the SH wintertime polar vortex for various configurations of CMAM. In Fig. 5 we
present the time evolution of the zero line of the zonal-mean wind at 60
◦
S based on the
climatological mean annual cycle calculated from daily data. The observed evolution is15
represented in Fig. 5 by UKMO reanalysis data (Swinbank and O’Neill, 1994) (black).
The evolution of the CCM-MAM (REF1) contribution to E06 for pre-ozone hole (1971–
1975) and peak ozone-hole conditions (1990–1999) is represented by the red and
blue curves, respectively. The blue curve corresponds directly to the CMAM result
presented in E06 (Fig. 2).20
Comparing the blue and red curves in Fig. 5 it is clear that the spring ozone loss has
resulted in a delay in the breakdown of the polar vortex by several weeks. Such a delay
is consistent with the expected radiative response to springtime ozone loss (Shindell
and Schmidt, 2004). However, as noted earlier, the breakdown is now delayed by
several weeks relative to the observations. In the absence of springtime ozone loss,25
the zero-wind line of the CCM MAM (red) and the DYN-MAM base model SM00 WMO
(green) should descend earlier than the observed zero-wind line. They both actually
closely follow the timing of the observed break down. This all seems consistent with
the notion that the excessive strength of the wintertime polar vortex in the SM00 WMO
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configuration is the reason for its longevity into Spring. If this were the reason it would
also follow that the SM00 TROP configuration (yellow) should show a significantly ear-
lier breakdown than the observations given its weaker (warm) wintertime polar vortex.
This, however, is not the case. While the breakdown of the polar vortex in SM00 TROP
is slightly earlier than SM00 WMO, it also closely matches observations.5
From Fig. 4b it is clear that SM00 TROP did not have a wintertime cold-pole prob-
lem. In fact, the SM00 TROP configuration possessed a significant warm bias at 60
◦
S
everywhere above 100hPa. The results of Fig. 5 are even more surprising given that
the prescribed ozone field used for SM00 TROP and SM00 WMO was the older data
set of Kita and Sumi (1986), which does not include Springtime ozone loss. This would10
all seem to indicate that the delay in the springtime breakdown of the SH polar vortex
in the CMAM does not stem from an excessively strong (cold) wintertime polar vortex
leading into spring. The late springtime breakdown bias seems effectively independent
of the strength of the wintertime polar vortex.
3.5 Modelling of a spontaneous QBO15
The studies of Takahashi (1996, 1999) and Horinouchi and Yoden (1998) have estab-
lished the importance of resolved gravity waves in the driving of a spontaneous QBO
in climate models. These studies demonstrate that the role of resolved waves is de-
termined by two factors – sufficiently high vertical resolution in the lower stratosphere
(roughly 0.5 km), and a parameterization of deep convection with enough temporal20
variability to force a significant spectrum of resolved gravity waves.
Since climate models employ a variety of deep convective parameterizations, there
occur large inter-model differences in the amounts of resolved gravity waves in the
tropics (Horinouchi et al., 2003). This means that a spontaneous QBO in any two mod-
els can result from significantly different combinations of resolved and parameterized25
gravity waves. Since the background of resolved gravity waves is essentially a property
of each GCM, the main quantity available to tune a spontaneous QBO is the parame-
terized non-orographic gravity waves in the tropics. This tuning usually takes the form
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of an enhancement of the momentum flux launched in the tropics relative to the extrat-
ropics. Such an enhancement is often justified by the greater convective activity in the
tropics. Here we consider the modelling of a spontaneous QBO in the CMAM based
on these ideas.
In Fig. 6 we present time-height evolution of zonal-mean zonal wind at the equator5
for two sets of 5 y present-day simulations based on the SM00 WMO configuration of
DYN-MAM. The left column employs the usual 71-level CMAM version, while the right
column employs a 98-level version with 0.5 km resolution in the lower stratosphere (see
Fig. 1). From top to bottom, these simulations employ a launch flux of parameterized
non-orographic gravity waves that is everywhere uniform (panels a and b), enhanced10
at tropical latitudes by a factor of two (panels c and d), and by a factor of 4 (panels e
and f). The enhancement is specified as zonally-symmetric and time invariant. Its
latitudinal dependence is taken to be that of the normalized annual-mean zonal-mean
convective precipitation in the tropics. (Similar results are obtained with an idealized
Gaussian profile with a latitudinal half-width of 15
◦
.)15
The SM00 WMO configuration (panel a) displays a slight downward propagation of
easterlies extending from the semi-annual oscillation (SAO) at 1 hPa down to roughly
20 hPa – approaching an annual period at that level. Enhancing the vertical resolution
(panel b) appears to allow all easterlies from the SAO to descend down to 20 hPa re-
sulting in a continual easterlies near 10 hPa. Neither of these simulations display a ten-20
dency towards producing a spontaneous QBO. Enhancing the tropical non-orographic
gravity-wave flux by a factor of two and then a factor of four (panels c and e) in the stan-
dard 71-level version of the model causes the production of descending shear zones
of alternating westerlies and easterlies. The period, however appears locked to the
annual cycle. Repeating the tropical enhancement at higher vertical resolution results25
in dramatically different behaviour. At an enhancement of 2× , the westerlies descend
and are locked near 50 hPa implying an infinite period for the oscillation.
Simple models of the QBO (Baldwin, 2001) suggest that an increase/decrease in
momentum flux should decrease/increase the period of the QBO. This behaviour is
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revealed when the flux is increased from 2× to 4× for the case of high stratospheric
resolution (panel d and f). There occurs a decrease from an infinite period down to
approximately 2 y. This behaviour is not recovered, however, at low stratospheric reso-
lution. In decreasing the launch flux from 4× to 2× (panel e and c) there is no influence
on the period of the oscillation. It seems to affect only the depth over which the shear5
layers descend. The inability of the launch flux to affect the period when low strato-
spheric vertical resolution is employed was identified earlier by McLandress (2000).
The QBO simulation displayed in Fig. 6f has been extended and its impact on the
variability of the stratospheric polar vortex is currently being analyzed. At this time, no
further work has been invested to fine-tune the QBO in CMAM. Obvious tests would10
include progressively degrading the vertical resolution in the lower stratosphere to de-
termine the minimum resolution that will support a QBO. Another would be to adjust
the launch height to improve its structure and fine tune the tropical enhancement of
momentum flux to improve its period, which is too long at 35months. These and other
sensitivity tests will be conducted in the near future.15
4 Summary
In this paper we have documented the basic properties of the Canadian Centre for
Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) third-generation atmospheric climate model
AGCM3. A more in depth description of the model physics may be found in McFarlane
et al. (2005) along with a detailed comparison of the model response relative to the20
second-generation model AGCM2.
AGCM3 continues to be used as the underlying model for middle-atmosphere
dynamical- and chemical-climate modelling, seasonal forecasting, and CCCma’s first
generation Earth system model CanESM1. Here we have focused on the upward ex-
tension of AGCM3 into the stratosphere and mesosphere. This version of the model25
is referred to as the Canadian Middle-Atmosphere Model (CMAM) and we have limited
the discussion to the dynamical version DYN-MAM.
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Here we have considered the impact of the new (Scinocca and McFarlane, 2000)
and old (McFarlane, 1987) orographic gravity-wave drag schemes on the middle at-
mosphere. It was found that significantly more momentum flux reaches the wintertime
stratosphere and mesosphere with the new scheme. The strength of the wintertime
mesospheric jet is no longer over-estimated with the new scheme and there is gener-5
ally a closer correspondence with observations.
The ability of the CMAM to produce a spontaneous QBO was also investigated.
Sensitivity experiments were undertaken in which the vertical resolution in the region
100–10 hPa was increased to 0.5 km from the standard CMAM value of 1–2 km. The
higher resolution allowed resolved waves to more fully participate in the driving of any10
modelled QBO (Takahashi, 1996, 1999; Horinouchi and Yoden, 1998). Following the
approach of others, the remaining tuning came in the form of an enhancement of the
launch momentum flux of parameterized nonorographic gravity waves in the tropics.
Two sets of simulations were undertaken for several strengths of tropical flux enhance-
ment – one with the increased vertical resolution and the other with standard vertical15
resolution. It was found that only the increased vertical resolution configuration pro-
duced a reasonable looking QBO whose period displayed the expected sensitivity to
the gravity-wave source flux. The period of QBO-like features in simulations with the
standard CMAM resolution were locked to annual cycle and did not display the ex-
pected sensitivity to the source flux. The properties of the CMAM QBO and its impact20
on extra-tropical variability is currently under investigation and will be published in a
separate study.
The source of the systematic bias identified in Eyring et al. (2006), in which the
modelled breakdown of the SH wintertime polar vortex occurs too late in Spring, was
investigated in the dynamical version of CMAM. Here we considered the possibility that25
the initial state of the polar vortex leading into Spring is too strong (cold) in the models
and therefore more difficult to break down. This seemed plausible given that the SH
wintertime polar vortex in CMAM was tuned to be strong (cold) to ensure the formation
of polar stratospheric clouds for modelling polar ozone. However, such sensitivity to
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the initial state of the polar vortex was not found in CMAM. Simulations with a weak
(warm) wintertime polar vortex and with a specified ozone that did not include an ozone
hole, did not produce the expected early breakdown relative to present observations.
In CMAM at least, the delayed breakdown is relatively insensitive to the strength of the
polar vortex leading into Spring.5
While AGCM3 is continuing to be used for middle atmosphere modelling, it will soon
be supplanted by a new fourth-generation version of the CCCma climate model. Im-
provements include a new correlated-K-distribution radiation scheme (Li, 2002; Li and
Barker, 2002, 2005), parameterization of shallow convection (von Salzen and McFar-
lane, 2002), prognostic clouds with a full micro-physics package (based on Lohmann10
and Roeckner, 1996), and a bulk sulphur cycle (based on Lohmann et al., 1999). A de-
velopmental version of AGCM4 employing these improvements has been presented by
von Salzen et al. (2005) and participated in the recent cloud performance assessment
of Williams and Webb (2008
3
).
Appendix A15
To illustrate the utility of the hybridized variable, results from tests with radon-222 as
a tracer variable are presented in Fig. 7. Radon-222 is emitted from soils and is re-
moved from the atmosphere by radioactive decay with a half-life of 3.8 days. Given
the physical characteristics of radon-222, with emissions largely only over land and
a short atmospheric lifetime, the concentration in surface air displays large gradients20
between continental and maritime locations. Accordingly, radon-222 has been widely
used to study the properties of atmospheric transport schemes in models (e.g. Jacob
et al., 1997; Considine et al., 2005). For the tests presented here, radon-222 was as-
sumed to be emitted from unfrozen ground at a constant rate of 1.0 atoms cm
−2
s
−1
3
Williams, K. D. and Webb, M. J.: A quantitative climate performance assessment of cloud
regimes in GCMs, Clim. Dynam., submitted, 2008
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with emission from snow-covered ground reduced by 70%. No emission of radon
was given for land covered by permanent ice (glaciers), while a small emission rate
of 0.005 atoms cm
−2
s
−1
was specified over oceans.
In Fig. 7 the June average mixing ratio of radon-222 concentration in the lowest
model layer (approximately 100m thick) is displayed for spectral advection of the mix-5
ing ratio without hybridization (panel a) and with hybridization (panel b). In both cases,
gradients are highly localized near continental boundaries and relatively low values are
found over oceans and ice-covered land. In panel (a) however these regions of rela-
tively low concentration feature prominent Gibbs ripples and few values smaller than
0.2×10
−20
. A comparison (not shown here) with available radon-222 measurements10
at remote marine locations such as Crozet and Kerguelen Islands in the sub-Antarctic
Indian Ocean (Balkanski and Jacob, 1990) indicates that the simulated concentrations
in panel (a) are much too large at these locations.
By contrast, with hybridization (panel b), the concentration field over oceans and
ice-covered land is much smoother, and features large regions having concentrations15
lower than 0.1×10
−20
, including values as low as 0.02×10
−20
over Antarctica, an order
of magnitude lower than in panel (a). Such a distribution is more physically plausible
and is more in line with available observations, whereas without hybridization the tracer
field is several times too large in remote locations.
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Fig. 1. Model vertical resolution as a function of height for AGCM3 (31 levels, solid line), CMAM
(71 levels, dotted line), and a high resolution stratospheric QBO experiment (98 levels, dashed
line). A 7 km scale-height is assumed in the conversion from pressure to height. The highest
levels in AGCM3 approach a resolution of 8 km and are not displayed on this figure.
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Fig. 2. Zonal-mean seasonal-mean zonal winds for the SPARC reference climatology (panels
a and b), and from DYN-MAM simulations employing only the orographic gravity-wave drag
parameterization of McFarlane (1987) (panels c and d), and Scinocca and McFarlane (2000)
(panels e and f).
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Fig. 3. Zonal-mean seasonal-mean zonal winds for three simulations employing the
Scinocca (2003, S03) non-orographic gravity wave parameterization in addition to the Scinocca
and McFarlane (2000) orographic scheme. Each of the three simulations employs different pa-
rameter settings for the orographic scheme: (panels a and b) SM00 TROP employs the settings
described in Scinocca and McFarlane (2000) (G(ν)=1.0 and Fr crit=(0.5)
1/2
) (see text), (pan-
els c and d) SM00 WMO employs the settings for the CMAM contribution to the 2006 WMO
ozone assessment (G(ν)=0.65 and Fr crit=0.375), and (panels e and f SM00 MOD employs the
settings G(ν)=0.25 and Fr crit=(0.5)
1/2
. The close similarity of SM00 WMO and SM00 MOD
indicates that the adjustment to Fr crit is not required.
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3 but displaying the zonal-mean temperature bias relative to the SPARC
reference climatology.
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of the zero line of the zonal-mean wind at 60
◦
S based on the climato-
logical mean annual cycle. The observed evolution as represented by UKMO reanalysis data
(Swinbank and O’Neill, 1994) is shown in black.
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Fig. 6. Time-height evolution of zonal-mean zonal wind at the equator for two sets of 5 y
present-day simulations based on the SM00 WMO configuration of DYN-MAM. Simulations
employing the standard 71-level version of CMAM are on the left while simulations employing
a 98-level version of the model with enhanced vertical resolution in the stratosphere are on the
right. From top to bottom, the flux of non-orographic gravity waves is constant at all latitudes
(panels a and b), increased in the tropics by a factor of 2 (panels c and d), and by a factor of 4
(panels e and f).
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Fig. 7. June average ratio of radon-222 concentration in the lowest model layer (approximately
100m thick) is displayed for spectral advection of the mixing ratio (panel a) and spectral advec-
tion of the hybridized mixing ratio (panel b).
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